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PROVISO 88P 

Electronic Lift Axle Control 
The Proviso, model 88P is designed to control the functions of liftable axles and steering liftable axles. 

It will lift then while in reverse to allow the trailer to manoeuvre easier. It can lock steering axles to 

control their functions and save tire wear and mechanical wear of the axle. It is speed sensitive. It is also 

weight sensitive and can be programmed to lower and raise the axle based on the trailer’s load. 

FEATURES  

• Lifts and lowers a liftable axle automatically 

• Senses trailer direction and speed 

• Lifts axle in reverse 

• Monitors and reports position of the lift axle 

• Lifts Axle on Command, Serial input (Not Available yet) 

• Locks steer axle above 60 KM/H for straight operation on highway 

• Axle load functions, Reports axle loaded or unloaded 

• Controls axle lift based on axle load. 

• Serial ports to communicate with tractor ECU, sends data 

• In-cab control and monitoring of lift axle 

• SPIF friendly in Ontario and Quebec 

• Meets logging requirement in Alberta 

 

INCLUDES 

• Reverse detection sensor for trailer speed and direction. 

• Built-In Air pressure sensor for axle load weight. 

• Air pressure sensor for lift axle position. 

• Serial port for electronic communication updates. 

• Four 12 volt outputs, two inputs. 

• Overload, over current and over voltage protection. 

• Diagnostic features. 
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Lift Axle Control 

The Proviso will raise the liftable axle when the trailer is in reverse. It will hold it until the trailer has 

moved 100 feet forward. 

The Proviso will raise the lift axle if the trailer is not loaded. The weight sensitive controls of the Proviso 

can be set to automatically raise the axle when the lift axle is not needed.    

Lift Axle Override Mode 

The Proviso is programmed to accept commands to lift the lift axle when not required or to lower it when 

it is required. The Proviso can lift and hold the axle up if dashboard mounted switch is engaged. (Not 

implemented at this time). 

Serial Commands 

The tractor ECU (ELECTRONIC CONTROL UNIT) can send a command to lift or lower the axle. This 

feature allows the ECU on the tractor to implement a geo-fencing program from the head office. The 

Geo-fence can automatically lift he axle when travelling off-road or into states that do not allow liftable 

axles.    (Not implemented at this time) 

88P PROVISO Outputs 

The 88P Proviso has four possible outputs. They are all 12 volts outputs which are transient protected. 

Functions of the outputs are controlled by Proviso based on movement of the wheels, weight of the 

trailer, input switches and software settings. Each output operates independent of the others. Each 

output is individually current limited to 2 amps maximum for safety. The module is limited to about 5 

amps total.  

LIFT AXLE, BROWN Wire 

It will lift the axle UP after 8 inches in reverse. It will lower it DOWN After 100 feet in forward. The 

lift axle will remain UP after reversing to allow the trailer to manoeuvre. It will turn ON for one second 

at start up if the trailer is not moving. 

STEER LOCK, BLACK Wire. 

It will LOCK the steer axle for straight operation six seconds after reversing begins. It uses the same 8 

inches for reverse operation but there is a six second time delay, this allows the steer axle to lift and 

straighten before the lock engages. It will UNLOCK after 20 inches forward. 

The steer axle will LOCK above 60KPH to hold the wheels straight on the highway. It will UNLOCK for 

normal steering if below 60KPH. There is a delay for locking to ensure the axle does not turn on and off 

again repeatedly. The Axle will UNLOCK quickly is the speed is reduced. 

The function of the output can be set to be Power to free or Power to Lock. The Pneumatics of the trailer 

will determine which setting to use. The setting is in the set up menu of the unit. Power to Free applies 12 

volts to pull the locking pin and zero volts to allow the spring to insert the pin to lock it. Power to Lock 

applies 12 volts to insert the locking pin and allow the spring to pull the locking pin for free steering.  

Note: Immediate locking of a steer axle cannot guarantee straight operation in reverse. The tires might 

not be straight when the trailer starts to back up and cannot be straightened after that..   
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AXLE LIFTED DASH MONITOR LIGHT, GREEN WIRE 

It will be ON if whenever the axle is UP. 

It will turn OFF whenever the axle is down. 

It does not necessary follow the position of the lift axle control switch on the dashboard. The axle can 

be controlled automatically in reverse or by trailer weight if desired. It is designed to follow the position 

of the lift axle to advise the operator of the currant status of the axle. 

AXLE LOAD MAXIMUM LIGHT, YELLOW WIRE 

This is a side mounted warning light indicating if the trailer has reached maximum axle load weight. It 

should come ON if the axle load weight is above a preset limit when the speed equals zero. This preset 

limit can be set higher than heavy load calibration. 

The light will be OFF when load is less then the Preset limit minus a hysteresis value. The light should not 

be able to go on and off at the limit. The light will be off whenever the trailer is moving. Stopping at a 

traffic light will not activate it. 

INPUTS 

Dash Board Switch Input, RED WIRE 

This input requires 12 volts in to activate it. Turning the switch on will put the Proviso into lift axle 

override mode. When lift axle override mode is ON the axle will go up. This function overrides all 

automatic functions and speed when going up. Turning the switch off will turn the override mode OFF and 

the unit will operate in normal automatic mode. If the axle is supposed to be down at that time it will go 

down. If should be up, it will remain up until the automatic mode lowers it. IF the switch is turned off in 

reverse the axle will remain up until the trailer goes forward 100 feet. 

Lift Axle Input, BLACK& RED paired WIRES 

The input to monitor the lift axle measures the pressure in the lift axle lifting bag. It will be zero pounds 

when the lift axle is DOWN and High pressure when the lift axle is UP. This input tells the unit where the 

axle is based on positive feedback. The Proviso does not just control the axle and assume it has gone up 

or down, most regulation require it to be measured. The system monitors itself and the trailer operations. 

The red wire supplies power to the switch and the black wire is the input. Simply connect the air switch 

to these two wires for easy installation. There is a dedicated connector for the pressure sensors.  

Air Pressure Switch 

The Air Pressure switch is to be connected to the unit using the Black /Red bullet connectors. There is a 

three foot dedicated cable included, which connect to the air switch. It is Normally OPEN. The air switch 

must be connected to the lift axle lifting airbag. It will monitor if the axle is UP. 

Built In Suspension Air Pressure sensor 

The built in air pressure sensor is for monitoring the suspension air bags on the tandem or tridem axles. 

The suspension air bag sensor will determine the axle load weight by using the air pressure and the known 
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number of axle on the ground to determine the axle load while the trailer is parked. Purely mechanical 

system may not be able to known the number of axles that are down and how many are up. This allows the 

Proviso to control the weight loads with multiple axle configurations.  

The sensor is connected using the 1/4” push to fit fitting on the top of the module. It will read the 

suspension air pressure and control the Module functions.  

Reverse-A-Matic Sensor 

The Reverse-A-Matic sensor can determine the speed and direction of the trailer by measuring movement 

of the ABS tone ring. ABS sensor does not measure the direction. Many of the functions of the Proviso 

are controlled by the speed and direction of the trailer. 

The Reverse-A-Matic sensor mounts very similar to an ABS sensor in an ABS block and ABS barrel clip. 

The sensor is directional and must be mounted on the driver’s side. The sensor must be centered on the 

ABS tone ring with the arrow pointed outward from the center of the axle.  

Lift Axle Override Mode  

The Manual dashboard switch will toggle for axle UP and AXLE down. The dashboard should also have a 

dash mounted lift axle light. The light indicates the position of the axle, not the position of the switch.  

All of the regular axle function such as lifting in reverse will still work, but it will be down when travelling 

forward on the road.  

 
Dash Board  RAM Weight  Weight  AXLE DASH  

Switch Functions MODE   POSTION LIGHT 

             

ON X X X   UP ON 

             

OFF REVERSE X X   UP ON 

             

OFF FORWARD OFF X   DOWN OFF 

             

OFF FORWARD ON EMPTY   UP ON 

             

OFF FORWARD ON LOADED   DOWN OFF 

 
Note: The dash light reflects the position of the axle, not the override mode or the position of the dashboard switch 
Note: The weight Mode is controlled by the set up configuration. Set to ON or Set to OFF. 
Note: Steer axle controls are another chart. 
Note: ‘X’ means does not matter. 
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The Weight Control Mode 

The weight control mode is a method for lifting axles when not in use and not required. This can save on 

tire wear and mechanical wear of axle components. 

The Proviso software can be set to use the weight control mode or to ignore the weight controls; each 

province or state has different regulations regarding this feature. 

The Proviso knows if lift axle are up or down, and can be programmed to calculate the axle load based on a 

light load and minimum axles down. 

 

The Weight control mode can be enabled or disabled in the menu system. It will not function if it is 

disabled. To turn it ON or OFF - Use the set up program and the RS232 serial port to reset the variables.  

Once enabled it must be set for the Raise Axle Weight which is the minimum weight and will cause the 

axle to automatically lift if the load axle weight is less. The Lower Axle Weight which is heavier is the 

weight that will cause the axle to automatically drop back down. These two weights can be used to 

automatically control the axle with your own desired control points and hysteresis. The axle will 

automatically lift if the trailer is empty when this mode is ON. The hysteresis is the difference between 

the lower and lift numbers and will stop the axle from going up and down repeatedly. The Proviso can 

account for different number of axles.  

STEER AXLE LOCKING SPEED 

The Proviso will lock the steer axle in reverse and on the Highway. The forward speed is determined by 

the wheels on the trailer. The size of the tire will affect the speed at which the steer axle will lock. 

Please check the chart below for estimated threshold speeds. These are +/-3%. 

The Proviso uses a speed threshold; it will be locked above the Lock-Up speed and Unlocked below the 

Unlock Speed. It also uses a distance threshold; this is to reduce frequent locking and unlocking of the 

pin. It will unlock quickly when slowing down because a trailer can brake faster than it can accelerate. 

     Tire Diameter Versus Speed 

                         Conversion Chart 

Tire 

Diameter 

(Inches) 

Lock-Up 

Speed 

KPH 

Unlock 

Speed 

KPH 

39.0 55.8 51.5 

39.5 56.5 52.2 

40.0 57.2 52.9 

40.5 57.9 53.5 

41.0 58.7 54.2 

41.5 59.4 54.8 

42.0 60.1 55.5 

42.5 60.8 56.2 

43.0 61.5 56.8 

43.5 62.2 57.5 

44.0 62.9 58.2 
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5 Amp Fuse 

The power input to the Module is fused with an automatic reset fuse. The fuse is rated for 5 amps of 

continuous current. If tripped it will reset itself.  

 If the current is too large the unit will shut down. 

Each individual output is limited to a maximum of 2 amps. If the current is too high on an output ,then the 

output will shutdown to protect it self from damage 

Provincial Regulations and SPIF Regulations  

Please check regulations in ONTARIO REG. 413/05  and steer axle controls to ensure that the Proviso 

installation and your trailer configuration meets all codes. Not every installation will require all of the 

functions. Some Features on the Proviso model 88P are designed to meet regulation in different provinces 

and are illegal in other provinces. 

These include, but are not limited to: 

 Steer axle lock in Ontario and Quebec, SPIF 

 Weight measurement for automatic lift axle control- Alberta. 

 Dash mounted lift axle control switch and indicator, Alberta 

logging 

 Four Way flasher control, SPIF 

 Lifting axle in reverse. 

 The section to be researched. 

LED 

The Proviso has an internal Diagnostic light. The Light will flash green once per second when not moving. 

It will become solid green when the trailer is moving. Set up mode is yellow; please refer to the setup 

section. Problems and diagnostic problems will flash red. Please refer to diagnostic section. 

System Set UP 

The Proviso model 88P can be set up in two different ways. It can be programmed using the serial port 

and a computer, or it can be set up using a magnet and air pressure, both methods can be done on the 

bench or on the trailer. 

Magnetic switch locations 

The Diagnostic Light is located in the lower left hand corner of the module.  

SW1 is in the top right hand corner, just above the fitting tower. It is located at the corner diagonally 

opposite to the diagnostic light. 

SW2 is in the top left hand corner. It is located in the corner above the diagnostic light.  

Magnet Set UP Procedure on Trailer 

The Module should be installed and functional before the setup can be done. 

Setup Lift up Pressure 

• Park the trailer with empty and lower the axle down. 

• Swipes magnet three (3) times over SW1: enter setup mode. The LED turns solid yellow. 
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• Swipes magnet five (5) times over SW2: the LED will fast flashing yellow and then regular 

flashing green. The lift up pressure has been set and stored into memory. (The axle will be lifted, 

-not implemented yet) 

• Internally adjusted by 2 PSI automatically. 

 

Setup the Lower down Pressure 

• Load the trailer to the weight that you want the axle to be down on the road and the axle has to 

be raised. 

• Swipe the magnet over SW1 three (3) times; the LED will go solid yellow. 

• Swipe the magnet over SW2 three (3) times, the LED will fast flash green and then go to regular 

flashing green. The lower down pressure has been set and stored into memory. The axle will be 

down. 

 

Setup Max Load Light 

• Fully load the trailer and weigh it on a certified scale to make sure the load is within the legal 

limit. 

• Swipe magnet three (3) times over the SW1, the LED will turn solid yellow. 

• Swipe the magnet seven (7) times over SW2, the LED will be turned off for a couple of seconds 

then turn to regular green flashing. The max load pressure has been set and stored into memory. 

The max load light should be on for 5 minutes. 

• (Internally adjusted by 1 PSI automatically.) 

Magnet Set UP Procedure on Bench 

You must know what pressure you what to use during the setup procedure. These can be taken from 

measured or downloaded from another Proviso unit. The module must be power by a 12 volts. An air 

pressure valve and gauge must be setup and connected to the push to fit fitting on the module. 

 

Setup Lift up Pressure 

• Set the air pressure to read the desired air pressure for lifting the axle.  

• Swipes magnet three (3) times over SW1: enter setup mode. The LED turns solid yellow. 

• Swipes magnet five (5) times over SW2: the LED will fast flashing yellow and then regular 

flashing green. The lift up pressure has been set and stored into memory. The axle will be lifted. 

• (Internally adjusted by 2 PSI automatically.) 

 

Setup the Lower down Pressure 

• Set the air pressure to read the desired air pressure for lowering the axle.  

• Swipe the magnet over SW1 three (3) times; the LED will go solid yellow. 

• Swipe the magnet over SW2 three (3) times, the LED will fast flash green and then go to regular 

flashing green. The lower down pressure has been set and stored into memory. The axle will be 

down. 

 

Setup Max Load Light 

• Set the air pressure to read the desired air pressure for maximum axle load.  

• Swipe magnet three (3) times over the SW1, the LED will turn solid yellow. 
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• Swipe the magnet seven (7) times over SW2, the LED will be turned off for a couple of seconds 

then turn to regular green flashing. The max load pressure has been set and stored into memory. 

The max load light should be on for 5 minutes. 

• (Internally adjusted by 1 PSI automatically.) 

 

Computer Upload Set up Procedure  

The Proviso software in the module can record and store air pressure values to use for axle control. The 

computer can talk to the proviso and setup new values or record current values. The program can set up 

all of the air pressure numbers manually or from a file. (Not implemented yet) It will also down load 

manually the current settings and record them to a file for future use. If one unit is setup properly then 

it can be uploaded to the other units. 

 

Set Up Procedure: 

Connect the computer to the Proviso by the RS232 cable. A USB to RS232 converter can be used if no 

RS232 port is available. 

Start the Proviso software program on your computer. 

Click “FILE” and “OPEN”. Select the correct serial port you are using. 

Click “SETUP” and “Setup” to open the setup window. Setup window is shown below. 

Click “GET” in the setup section. The current function settings will be displayed 

Click “GET” in the air pressure section. The current air pressure settings will be displayed 

Change the settings as desired and click “SET”. This will upload the new setting to the module. 

 

The program can set up all of the air pressure number manual or from a file( set up from a file function is 

not implemented yet). It will also down load (manually) the current setting and record them to a file for 

future use. If one unit is setup properly then it can be uploaded to the other units. 

 

 

The default settings are:  

Steer axle control:  Power to Lock 

Load control lift: Enable 

RS232 Report period: One minute 

 

Air Pressure Set up numbers are:  

Lift Up air pressure 

Lower down air pressure 

Max load air pressure 

Unit Number (for recording the Parameters) 

 

Each variable can be downloaded from the current settings or changed and uploaded to the module. Use 

the “GET” buttons to download the information and the”SET” button to upload the new settings. 

This data can be stored in a file and reused for other modules. 
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RS232 Message Structure 

The RS232 messages is 9600, 8, N, 1. 9600 baud, 8 bits, no parity, one stop bit.  

The messages structure is: < X:xx,X:xx,X:xx,X:xx,X:xx,X:xx,CS> in ASCII text. 

Each messages starts with “<”, 0x3Ch and ends with “>”, 0x3Eh. 

The length is variable and items in the list can be added or removed using the setup menu. 

(not implemented yet) 

The message is a parameter followed by a semi colon followed by data. A comma delimits each parameter. 

Parameters and Data 

Position  Axle position, up or DOWN 

• P: UP 

• P:DN 

Override Mode  Override Mode, ON or OFF, axle should be up when ON 

   This can indicate why the axle is Up or DOWN. 

• O:ON 

• O:OFF 

Load   The trailer is NO LOAD or is LOADED. 

• L:NL 

• L:LD 

Load Control Mode The load control mode is ON or OFF.  

This enables the automatic lifting of the axle when the trailer is empty 

• LC:ON 

• LC:OFF 

Weight   Total axle load weight. (Not Implemented) 

• W:_KG 

Diagnostics  Diagnostics for the module 

• D:OK 

• D: 

• 01: Error when writing setup data 

• 02: No air, occurs when no air in the suspension or when the air pressure is less than 5 psi. 

• 05: Setup Data corrupted 

• 06: Internal Voltage Reference Error  

• 07: Internal Temperature Sensor Error 

• 08: Pressure Sensor Error 

• 09: Measured Air Pressure is too high.(above 130 psi) 

 

Check Sum  numeric check sum, not including the “<” and not the “>” 

3 digit ASCII number.   Example:  “136” 

Example: 

<P:UP,O:ON,L:NL,LC:ON,W:_KG,D:OK,136> 

Position: UP, Override mode: ON, Load: Not Loaded, Load Control: ON, Weight: 8440 Kg, Diagnostics: OK, 

Check Sum: 136. 
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Proviso Wiring Guide * 

OUTPUT  Function Wiring  

Power Harness  

Blue +12 Volts Input Power Battery  

White Ground Ground Harness Ground  

Brown +12 volt Out Lift Axle Lift solenoid  

Black +12 volt Out Steer Axle Lock Locking solenoid  

Yellow +12 volt Out Max Load Light Side mounted light  

Front Harness  

RS232 Serial Output  9600  8 N 1,  Tx, Rx, Gnd  

Green +12 volt Out Dashboard Light Dashboard monitoring light  

Red 12 volt Input Dashboard Switch Dashboard control switch  

Sensor Harness  

RAM Sensor Direction Input To RAM Sensor Mounted at ABS tone ring  

Red & Black Pair Air Switch Input Lift Bag Air Switch Air Switch supply and signal   

(Red & Black Pair is power supply and sensor input. Connect both to switch)  

*This applies to serial numbers p9111000 thru p9111005 
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